RESOURCES

Various sources to better educate yourself about the state of the NHL, players salaries, free
agents, who was drafted ahead of who, etc. Keep these links at your fingertips while debating
with fellow hockey fans in the LGB Forums. If you have a suggestion for a link, let us know .
-

-

Blues Player Stats
What all good Blues fans should be aware of.
Hockey Buzz's Power Rankings
Chris Degroat (LGB Member, OS) put together the forumula for these power rankings.
NHL Standings
Something that should be checked every day.
NHL Numbers
A great resource for player salaries, when players become free agents, how their salary effects the
Behind The Net
Hockey Analysis For The Thinking Fan...unique and important stats.
Hockey Database
A massive, searchable resource of year by year rosters for every NHL team, all time draft picks, yea
Hockey Reference
The best hockey stat resource on the internet...period.
NHL Uniforms
Pictures of every NHL jersey...ever.
The Hockey Hall of Fame
The house of the Gods.
Summary of the 2013 Collective Bargaining Agreement
This is what all the hubbub was about.
St. Louis Blues - Wikipedia
A detailed history of the St. Louis Blues.
NHL Rulebook (.pdf)
The complete NHL rulebook.
History of the NHL
The history of the NHL is fascinating, especially in the very early years.
Stadium Journey
This site
. gives reviews and ratings for numerous stadiums and arenas
The Canada Cup
One of the greatest tournaments in the history of hockey.
The World Cup of Hockey
This is the tournament that replaced the Canada Cup.
Great NHL Rivalries
Know who hates who and why...complete with background info on each rivalry listed.
HockeyBuzz
Lots of rumors...pretty entertaining & opinionated blogs as well.
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TRADE DEADLINE DAY RESOURCES
Besides monitoring LetsGoBlues.com for the latest trade rumors and deals, check out the following sites
-

FAN590 Toronto Radio
One of the best hockey talk radio stations and a great listen on deadline day.
- TSN.ca
They usually have a trade ticker that lists all of the trades as soon as they happen.
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